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ABOUT APRNet

APRNet was established in 2009 at a meeting of Nigeria's agricultural research policy stakeholders in Abuja, Nigeria. The meeting was convened to examine the challenges of getting agricultural and rural development research into policy and practice. APRNet is conceptualized to connect research, policymaking and practice by rallying pool of researchers, policymakers and agricultural practitioners in a common platform. It was incorporated on June 14, 2011 in Nigeria as a nonprofit organization, Company Limited by Guarantee.

APRNet is a stakeholders’ organization devoted to bridging the gap between research and policymaking for agricultural and rural development. It seeks to maximize the interface of research, policymaking and agricultural enterprise and thereby enhance the relevance, utilization and impact of research for solving agricultural and rural development challenges in Nigeria. The ultimate goal is to improve the livelihoods of agricultural and rural people, increase food security, reduce poverty and contribute to sustainable agricultural growth and economic prosperity in Nigeria.

APRNet Vision is to become an authoritative and independent forum for promoting research for evidence-based agricultural and rural development policies in Nigeria.

APRNet Mission is to facilitate the conduct of research as well as the communication and utilization of research results in the agricultural and rural development policy process in Nigeria.

HOW TO BECOME A MEMBER OF AGRICULTURAL POLICY RESEARCH NETWORK

Regular Membership: minimum of a Masters degree in Agriculture or related disciplines and active involvement in agricultural and rural development policy research.
Registration fee: ₦5, 000
Annual fee: ₦10, 000

Non- Regular Membership: individuals who are not researchers but interested in agricultural and rural development policy research.
Registration fee: ₦5, 000  
Annual fee: ₦5, 000

**Associate Membership**: minimum of a Masters degree in Agriculture or related disciplines.  
Registration fee: ₦5, 000  
Annual fee: ₦1,000

**Corporate Membership**: organizations/institutions involved in agricultural research, training and education, production, marketing, financing, trade, service provision, advocacy, and allied activities.  
Registration fee: ₦50, 000  
Annual fee: ₦20, 000

**Honorary Membership**: This shall be awarded to deserving individuals/organizations who have contributed significantly to the development of agriculture in Nigeria as may be determined by the Executive Council from time to time. It shall be awarded to State governments as may be determined by the Executive Council.  
Registration fee: Free  
Annual fee: Free

**Non-Nigerian Membership**: minimum of Masters Degree in Agriculture or related disciplines and active involvement in Nigerian agricultural and rural development policy research.  
Registration fee: 40 US dollars  
Annual fee: 60 US dollars

**DONATIONS**

APRNet, as an NGO, welcomes donations in cash and kind from partners and interested funders worldwide. Any individual or organization who would like to contribute to the mission and vision of APRNet can forward such donation(s) to the following APRNet account details:

**ACCOUNT DETAILS**

All payments to APRNet in form of donations, subscriptions to NAPReJ and membership fees can be done using any of the following APRNet accounts:

**Local Account**: Account Name: AGRICULTURAL POLICY RESEARCH NETWORK. Account Number: 1015661697; Bank: UBA PLC

**Domiciliary Account** (for International transfers): Remitters of funds from abroad should inform their bankers as follows: Please pay; United Bank For Africa Plc, Nigeria. SWIFT CODE: UNAFNGL. Through: Standard Chartered Bank New York, SWIFT CODE: SCBLUS33; Account Number:3582-024992-001; Routing Number: 026002561, For further credit: **Beneficiary account number – 3001574983. Name – Agricultural Policy Research Network; Beneficiary address - #6 Ogbagi Street Garkill FCT Abuja. UBA Branch –Imani Estate Business Office, 16 Mediterranean Street, Imani Estate, Maitama, Abuja.**